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bridgeUkraine.org is a non-profit alliance of 
more than 45 practitioners, consultants, 

academics, institutions, and international 
bodies that are tasked to accelerate Ukraine’s 

critical infrastructure recovery

www.bridgeUkraine.org

Dear reader,

It is a pleasure to send you our first newsletter on behalf of the bridgeUkraine initiative. We
are at a crucial stage of the initiative. Many of our aims have kicked off dynamically during
the past year, and several achievements in support of Ukraine’s reconstruction and capacity
building have been accomplished. We had very positive feedback and bridgeUkraine
currently counts more than 45 members from all over the world with significant contribution
of Ukrainians and strong participation of women.

bridgeUkraine has signed a Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) with the Derzhdor NDI
SE of the Ukrainian State Road Research Institute and another MoU with the Ministry of
Restoration of Ukraine is on its way. It has supported four Ukrainian academics with funding
exceeding £700k, who will work on the reconstruction prioritisation of Ukraine. Its has
supported the twining between the Ivan Franko National University of Lviv and the
University of Birmingham. It has educated more than 300 Ukrainian scientists and engineers
with seminars, CPD and capacity building meetings. bridgeUkraine members have submitted
a €1.2m Horizon research project, which aims to facilitate the reconstruction of Ukraine.

bridgeUkraine published an open access paper titled ‘Conflict-resilience framework for
critical infrastructure peacebuilding’ in the journal of Sustainable Cities & Societies and an
UNDP CDRI report on ‘Financing for disaster and climate resilient infrastructure for a net-
zero economic transition with a case study on Ukraine’s infrastructure’, which will be
presented in the next G20 summit. bridgeUkraine contributed to the Ukraine’s Pavilion
during COP27 on ‘accelerating science-based green transition in Ukraine as a model for post-
conflict and post-disaster recovery’.

You are also welcome to share your thoughts on our social media and join us!

Sincerely,

The bridgeUkraine Alliance
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https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSc81vOnS-0vIrdRvz3fsRu-AiLZi64m3JHNB6jYJ1HwR4HGzQ/viewform


>45 people from 15 countries

Geographical Distribution

the Expertise of bridgeUkraine for Reconstruction

Academic (University, 
Research Institute)

Governmental Body

Consultancy / Industry Liaison with the 
Ministry of Restoration 

of Ukraine

45 people:

50% women, 50% men

30% from Ukraine
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We accelerate peacebuilding prioritisation 
and optimisation for critical infrastructure 
to support Ukraine’s people and economy:

Establish a Community of Practice based on an alliance of 
engineers, academics, economists and governmental 
bodies to build capacities and train Ukrainians for 
rebuilding infrastructures.
Read more >>
Develop and apply resilience frameworks to inform 
prioritisation and accelerate a science-based green 
transition in Ukraine for optimal resource allocation in 
infrastructure recovery.
Read more >>
Integrate forensic evidence from inspections on the 
ground, open digital data, crowdsourcing for damage 
tracking to inform optimal infrastructure 
reconstruction.
Read more >>

These objectives are part of 

the MoU with the Ministry of 

Reconstruction of Ukraine

Objectives

bridgeUkraine contributes to UN SDSs and Targets
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https://www.bridgeukraine.org/alliance/
https://www.bridgeukraine.org/alliance/
https://www.bridgeukraine.org/resilience-models/
https://www.bridgeukraine.org/resilience-models/
https://www.bridgeukraine.org/damage-tracking/
https://www.bridgeukraine.org/damage-tracking/
https://www.bridgeukraine.org/damage-tracking/


Global Space Conference 
on Climate Change 2023

Proposal to 
HORIZON-MSCA-SE 

€ 1.2 million

Four fellowships were supported by the British 
Academy/CARA for top Ukrainian academics of 
Lviv Polytechnic National University:

-AI4SURE - AI-empowered data-mining 
techniques for SUstainable and climate-REsilient
peacebuilding
-bridgeAdapt - Sustainable adaptation measures 
for deteriorated bridges to climate-induced 
damage
-WINDTUNE - Turbulence on surface pressures 
on residential buildings situated in industrial zones
- ReconAI - Data-driven infrastructure resilience 
assessment toward climate adaptation and 
conflict-resilience

Achievements in Research - Highlights

Published paper
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watch here>>

http://www.infrastructuresilience.com/news/recording/


Achievements in Capacity Building
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Delivered a 7-hour Workshop
(15.09.2022) to more than 160 
Ukrainian Engineers titled 
“Design of prestressed 
bridges to Eurocodes -
Resilient ways to build back 
better”

Organised two 3-hour Seminars
on the design of geostructures
and foundations based on 
Eurocode 7. 

Organised with Stanislav Gvozdikov, Deputy Director of 

Eurointegration Processes – M.P. Shulgin State Road 

Research Institute State Enterprise – Derzhdor NDI SE for 

the Ukrainian State Road Research Institute.

Delivered a 2-hour Workshop
(22.09.2022) to more than 50 
Ukrainian Engineers titled 
“Stone bridges construction” 

Participated in the International 
Scientific Conference (7-8.12.2022) 
“Bridge management and 
reconstruction strategies for 
Ukraine” and delivered 3 lectures: 

• “Resilient reconstruction of 
Ukraine”

• “Bridge reconstruction”
• “The value of asset management”

Achievements in Capacity Building

bridgeUkraine for a Sustainable and Resilient Future
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Adaptation with sustainable strategies

Global Flagship Report on 
Disaster and Climate 
Resilient Infrastructure 
The report will be released in 
2023 at G20 summitTitle: Financing for disaster and climate resilient 

infrastructure for a net-zero economic transition –
Case study on Ukraine’s infrastructure 

Authors: 
Dr Stergios Aristoteles Mitoulis, University of 
Birmingham 
Dr Sotirios A Argyroudis, Brunel University London 

Objectives: 
• Quantify the trade-offs and synergies between 

climate resilience and sustainability in 
infrastructure adaptation 

• Financing of transport infrastructure adaptation 
in Ukraine considering climate projections and 
correlation to GDP

Achievement: Position paper for G20
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Adaptation with conventional 
materials and methods of 

reconstruction 



14:00 
Introduction  
Svitlana Krakovska, Ukrainian Hydrometeorological Institute, LA IPCC WGI, 
APENA3 

14:15 
NbS for agriculture, forestry and water sectors 
Nataliia Pustilnuk, WWF Ukraine, Project INSURE: movIng Nature baSed 
climate solutions into Ukraine’s Reform agEnda 

14:30 Mykola Shlapak, Climate change and environmental consultant, LA WGIII 
IPCC (Ukraine) 

14:45 

Key findings for sustainable urban planning to adapt and mitigate climate 
change 
Siir Kilkis, The Scientific and Technological Research Council of Turkey, LA 
WGIII IPCC   

15:00 Oleksii Riabchyn, Advisor to the CEO of Naftogaz of Ukraine on low carbon 
business  

15:15 Vidvuds Beldavs, Chairman of the Board of Riga Photonics Centre advancing 
light sciences and technologies for Latvia; futurist 

15:30 
bridgeUkraine.org - an Alliance committed to facilitate more resilience and 
sustainable infrastructure reconstruction 
Stergios Aristoteles Mitoulis, Sotirios Argyroudis 

15:45 Discussion and concluding remarks 
Svitlana Krakovska 
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Achievement: BridgeUkraine contributed to COP27                          
in the Ukrainian Pavilion

Find out more achievements here >>
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watch here>>

https://www.bridgeukraine.org/news/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-QubX4bu4Iw


Measurable Planned Impact (3 Years: 2023-2026)

bridgeUkraine for a Sustainable and Resilient Future

Conflict resilience framework for critical infrastructure peacebuilding 
 

Stergios Aristoteles Mitoulis, Sotirios A Argyroudis, Mathaios Panteli 
Clemente Fuggini, Sotirios Valkaniotis, William Hynes, Igor Linkov 
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Regional resilience -
rehabilitation of assets and networks

asset 
damage

recovery

life preservation

4. Asset resilience 

3. Regional resilience -
rehabilitation of infrastructure networks

Provide well-informed decision-making for prioritisation in the reconstruction of critical infrastructure 
e.g. government, EU, European Bank for Reconstruction & Development (EBRD), IMF, World Bank, International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC), private investors

Prioritisation based on

Topological and social attributes
- shortest paths to Service Providing Nodes (SPN), 

e.g. hospitals, airports, that pass through each 
(damaged) link or node within the network

- distance and travel time to SPNs

Functional attributes (meaningful post-conflict)
- total travel distance within the regional network
- total travel time within the regional network

*see sources of knowledge

pre-conflict during conflict post-conflict

• open data, e.g.
Google Earth, 
OpenStreetMap

• inventories/maps
• documented studies
• designs and drawings
• inspection records

• satellite imagery
• crowdsourcing 
photographs e.g. news, 
social media

• openly available GIS 
including damage 
identification

• emergency inspections 

• inspections
• UAV photogrammetry/ 
point clouds/digital twins
• on-site 
testing/specimens
• monitoring

sources of knowledge

all plausible 
scenarios of 

asset recovery 
sequence for 
prioritisation

prioritisation 

Published report

on Conflict Resilience 
Framework for Critical 
Infrastructure Peacebuilding

Find it here >>
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https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2210670723000161


bridgeUkraine for a Sustainable and Resilient Future

the People behind the Wheel

infrastructuResilience

Ukraine
bridge

Dr Stergios Aristoteles Mitoulis 
DiplEng, PhD, MSc, M.ASCE, M.IABSE, 
M.EAEE, FHEA, CEng MICE
Associate Professor –
Fellow of the Department of Civil Engineering 
University of Birmingham, UK 
s.a.mitoulis@bham.ac.uk

Dr Sotirios Argyroudis 
DiplEng, PhD, CEng MICE, FHEA
Assistant Professor
Dept of Civil & Environmental Engineering 
Brunel University London, UK
sotirios.argyroudis@brunel.ac.uk

Contact us >>
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contribute to bridgeUkraine

www.infrastructuResilience.com

www.bridgeUkraine.org

mailto:s.a.mitoulis@bham.ac.uk
mailto:sotirios.argyroudis@brunel.ac.uk
https://www.bridgeukraine.org/contact/
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSc81vOnS-0vIrdRvz3fsRu-AiLZi64m3JHNB6jYJ1HwR4HGzQ/viewform
http://www.infrastructuresilience.com/
http://www.bridgeukraine.org/

